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Leading children to a love of books
Living in the creative community of
Waiheke inspired Paul Mason to “risk”
becoming an author.
“There are so many creative people
here, you are humbled.
“If I wasn’t living here I don’t know if
I would have had that sense of freedom
that I could go out and risk being a writer,”
he says.
The words “lucky” and “serendipitous”
occur like a repeated refrain as Paul speaks
of his new career as a writer of more than
100 children’s stories and novels.
It seems lucky indeed that Paul took
the leap to become a children’s writer
given his success since his first story
was published in New Zealand’s School
Journal in 2008.
Now, his books are published in
the United Kingdom, United States
and Australia by companies including
Bloomsbury, Pearson and Macmillan
Education.
His latest children’s novel, The Twins
and the Wild Ghost Chase, was released
this month and he will be reading passages
from it to children at Waiheke Primary
School on 4 July.
Like much of his work, it draws on his
experiences of travelling and living in

different parts of the world and on his
love for his children.
The novel is a sequel to The Twins, The
Ghost and The Castle, which was inspired
by a visit to a castle in Britain with his
wife, Jenny, and children Mia (13) and
Miles (10) about four years ago.
“We were walking around this beautiful
castle and the kids said how cool it would
be to sneak in and live in here.

‘

Part of being true to myself was
finding this voice that worked
telling stories for children.

’

– Paul Mason

“I wrote the story about two kids who
sneak into a castle.”
The sequel follows a “ghostly road trip”
as the spectral inhabitants of the castle
are returned to the places their hearts
yearn for.
Many of Paul’s stories are set in farflung parts of the world, reflecting his
childhood growing up in England and
in Asia, where his father worked for the
United Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund (UNICEF).

He lived in Thailand, then moved to
Pakistan when he was about seven years
old and spent seven years there, before
spending three years at a boarding school
in the mountains in India, while his parents worked in Bangladesh.
“The boarding school was high in the
Himalayas, surrounded by jungle with
monkeys – it was very cool.
“One morning at assembly, there were
reports of a panther and we were told to
keep our eyes open.
“I was very lucky and I like to think
those kind of places and the people I’ve
met come out in what I write.
“I’ve got a lot of respect for all those
countries – maybe one day I will get back
there,” he says.
Paul gained a Bachelor of Arts degree
at Skidmore College in New York and
later gained a Master of Science, Political
Science and Government at the London
School of Economics.
His role as a restaurant manager in
London initially led him to New Zealand
in 1998 because he was hoping to open a
restaurant here.
He worked at Mudbrick Restaurant and
became a partner at Vino Vino in Oneroa
before changing tack and training as a
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getting kids writing – we have all
got our stories to tell. – Paul Mason
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“I really enjoy telling a story and playing with words.
“A big thrill for me is sending off a story
and seeing what an illustrator has done
with it.”
Ant Sang, who designed animation for
Bro’ Town, illustrated Bok Choy, bringing
to life Paul’s story inspired by a visit to an
old Chinese settlement in Arrowtown.
Paul also feels fortunate to work with
author and editor Jill Eggleton, who is
regarded as a children’s literature “guru”
for New Zealand.
He emphasises that he doesn’t work
in isolation and has plenty of support
and input from his father, who worked
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positive about it.”
The 45-year-old says being a teacher
and a father inspired him to start writing
for children.
Initially, he wrote stories for his own
children and he has returned to that simple sense of purpose over the years.
“One challenging thing is working out
what kind of writer you are and to be true
to that and not trying to write what you
think people will want.
“I had tried to write deep and meaningful stuff for adults and it was no good.
“Part of being true to myself was finding
this voice that worked telling stories for
children,” he says.
These days, he has learned to “write to
express, not to impress” and to “nail” the
narrative voices that help make stories
convincing.
In becoming a teacher Paul had hoped
that one child might remember him as

A quote from Paul Mason’s son, Miles, keeps
Paul inspired to write.
However, Paul’s accomplishments suggest he generally wins the battle to stay
focused on a job that allows him to record
small moments of his family’s history for
readers around the world to enjoy.
“I get up in the morning and I know I’m
doing something I love – I’m writing. It’s
made a difference to my wellbeing, being
lucky enough to do what I love,” he says.
• Rose Davis

